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Abstract 

This paper examines how European regions can jo intly p ilot experimental policy support measures in precise S3 niches prior to their f u ll -
scale  rollout in partner regions. By tackling new and often ambitious areas together, participating regions are able  to  te s t new p olicy  
support instruments while  sharing the overall risk and uncertainty associated with such experiments.  

Joint interregional in itiatives can allow participating regions to mitigate risks of failure through a collective  use of limited resources while  
identifying potential improvements or shortcomings. By working together, re gions can clarify the ir vision and ambitions to occupy specific 
parts of the industry value chain.  

Joint p ilot activities can also help regions get a better p icture  as to how strong their positions are and whether specific clusters of glo bal 
value  chain activities in their partner regions are similar or complementary to their own activities. Furthermore, p articip atin g re gions  
continue engaging with the industry while anticipating the like ly evolution of the industry globally.  

Finally, by monitoring such activities regularly, regions can assess the challenges and opportunities that can arise from futu re  in dustry  
trajectories. By feeding this information back into each partner's smart specialisation strategy, regions are able to confirm  th e v a lid ity  
and re levance of previously selected RIS3 priority areas so that they could prepare themselves to respond to  f utu re  ch alle nges a nd 
opportunities in a proactive manner. 
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1 Experimentation: at the heart of smart specialisation 

 

The concept of smart specialisation and related strategies were in itially introduced by the Council of the European U nio n (EU)  b ack in  
2010. This was when regions and member states were invited to develop their smart specialisation strategies (S3) with a limited number 
of clearly defined research and innovation priorities. Furthermore, under the regulation for the programming period from 2014 to 20202,  
smart specialisation was introduced as a legal precondition (ex-ante conditionality) for using the European Regional Development Fu nd 
(ERDF). To support its member states and regions, the European Commission (EC) set up its Smart Specialisation Platform (S3 Platform or 
S3P) at its Joint Research Centre (JRC) in Seville , Spain. The S3 Platform was created specifically to assist and  gu ide  EU  re g ions a nd 
member states through the design, implementation and review of their research and innovation strategies for smart specialisation (RIS3). 
Currently, over 120 smart specialisation strategies are  being implemented across the European Union with a bud get o f  o ver EU R  4 0  
billion, while  over EUR 65 billion (including national co -financing) was allocated to regions through the ERDF. 

In order to ensure the long-term sustainability of their regions' te rritorial advantages, many managing authoritie s imp le ment R IS 3 in  
close  cooperation with a large number of re levant stakeholders. In line with th e  Eu ro pea n Co mmis sion's  2 01 7  co mmunica tion,  
competitiveness can be achieved through the development and matching of research and innovation strengths with business needs , while  
identifying new and emerging market opportunities and trying to avoid duplication of efforts. These efforts are expected to  r es ult in  a  
strengthened research and innovation system as well as streamlined knowledge flows, effectively resulting in a better u s e  of  e xistin g 
regional capabilities and additional benefits spreading throughout regional and national economies.  

The draft regulation for the  upcoming 2021-2028 programming period (EC 2018) proposes introducing an enabling conditio n lin ked to  
good governance of national or regional smart specialisation strategy. This new enabling condition would be supported by a set of sev e n 
fulfilment crite ria including an up-to-date analysis of bottlenecks for innovation diffusion, existence of a competent institutio n or body to  
manage the smart specialisation strategy. The proposed enabling condition would also require  any ongoing RIS3 activities  to  r e sult in  
actions improving relevant research and innovation systems and facilitating industrial transition. There would also be dedicated measures 
supporting international and interregional collaboration. Importantly, the draft regulation proposes to put in p lace  a dedica ted monitorin g 
and evaluation framework that would allow measuring performance and progress towards th e objectives of the strategy.  

Since  the  introduction of smart specialisation as a legal precondition for accessing ERDF fu nds,  re gions  an d member s ta tes  we re  
encouraged to be experimental during the design and implementation of their RIS3 strategies. In line  with the draft regulatio n f or th e  
next programming period, smart specialisation is expected to increase its importance with a number of additional checks a nd b ala nces 
built in to the  existing innovation systems. The principle of smart specialisation is  expected to remain  at th e  hea rt o f e xperime ntal 
policymaking during the new programming period. Such policy experimentation allows cooperative interregional in itiativ es  to t e s t n ew 
approaches to fostering policy innovation and institutional adaptation (North 1990). While any policy experimentation comes with  s o me 
risk, it can also allow identifying policies that re levant to the context; yet by blindly imitating good policies ,  one ca n e n d u p with  th e  
results that are not entirely appropriate (Mukand and Rodrik 2005).  

Priority setting in the context of smart specialisation requires at least a degree of experimentation. In some cases, experimentatio n ca n 
he lp testing new policy tools, ideally through pilot projects during the process of e laboration and modification of the S3 (EC 2 0 1 6 ) .  The 
smart specialisation methodology encourages regional authorities to implement their strategies through a roadmap.  A g o od ro ad ma p 
should be operationalised with an action p lan that allows for a degree of experimentation such as p ilots that constitute the main tools for 
policy experimentation and allow testing new policy mixes on a smalle r scale, before deciding on their implementation a t a  la rg er a nd 
more expensive scale. In order to serve such a purpose effectively, pilot projects s h ould b e  co mbined with  e f fectiv e  e v aluatio n 
mechanisms leading to sound appraisal of success and feasibility as mainstream RIS3 projects (EC 2012).  

With no one-size-fits-all solution to p iloting public policies in the S3 context, regional authoritie s are  encouraged to examine a multitu de 
of approaches before amassing a tailored set of instruments suitable for their region. The innovation policy process across the European 
Union has greatly evolved from an innovation policy development confined to each region to collaborative learning activities that involv e  
multip le  peers who possess the required expertise and other critical resources (Rakhmatullin 2014). Collaborative arrangements such  a s 
thematic S3 partnerships can be seen by partner regions as an attractive  way for risk-sharing, working to geth er to wards  obje ctiv es 
transcending regional borders including sustainability, leading to improved competitive positions, and a lower level of uncertain ty  of ten 
associated with such experimentation (Grabher and Powell 2004).  

In line  with the  RIS3 Guide (2012), p ilot projects can offer a key tool for policy experimentation and testing of new and unp re cedented 
mixes of policy measures on a smalle r scale, before deciding to implement it on a larger and more expensive scale . This  is  wh ere  th e  
three  thematic p latforms could be viewed as a risk-minimising venue supporting such p olicy  p ilo ts,  h e lp ing  reg ion a nd re gional 
stakeholders defining and working towards sustainable development objectives. Pilots can also help achieve a number of important policy 
objectives. First, p ilots should precede any large policy implementation. Greenberg and colleagues (2003) argue that by monitoring pilots, 
policymakers cannot only learn about the process but can also avert any unplanned consequences. Furthermore, the authors argue th at 
even though such policy p ilots may frequently mean additional costs, they can also allow mitigate risks of inserting otherwise potentially  
avoidable  failings into a new policy. Piloting can also allow for innovation in policy areas that would otherwise be considered too risky  o r 
costly to tackle , however both the scale and complexity of any such experiments should be proportional in re lation to its potentia l v a lue  
(Greenberg, Linksz, and Mandell 2003). Additionally, several interregional collaborations are  set up along S 3  prio rity  a reas  lin ked to  
sustainability or resource efficiency that allows collaborative efforts contributing to the attainment of the 2030 Agenda for Susta inable  
Deve lopment and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by the United Nations (UN) (United Nations, 2015).  

The increasing complexity of the policymaking landscape can mean that some regions might not be adequately  e quipped to  d eve lo p 
sufficiently appropriate policies. In other cases, regions might not have the capacity to reform to source and internalis e  th e  res ources  
required to support the overall policy process. It has been argued that various forms of interregional and transnational coopera tion ca n 
offer a lower-risk path to the implementation of certain RIS3 aspects and effectively resulting in a more efficient and eff ectiv e  u se  o f 
often limited resources (Mariussen, Rakhmatullin , and Stanionyte 2016). 
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2 Thematic S3 partnerships: innovating and experimenting together  

 

In its 2017 Communication, the European Commission recognised how interregional collaboration contributes to reshape EU -wide v alu e  
chains and contribute to a more effective innovation policy.  Building on the outward -looking dimension introduced with the S3 princip le  
and as a response to an increase in demand for interregional cooperation in the S3 context, the  European Commission la u nched th ree  
thematic p latforms to support interregional collaborative activities in three broad areas related to Agri - Food ,  Energ y a nd I n dustria l 
Modernisation. As of 2020, three thematic smart specialisation platforms (TSSP) continue to facilitate  interregional efforts  a cro ss th e  
European Union to develop and implement over 30 qualified partnerships (jo int investment projects ) re lated to a number o f  s tra tegic 
areas.  

These thematic S3 partnerships are working to develop and implement jo int activities in line with the workflow methodology proposed by 
the  thematic p latforms in strategic areas of future growth varying from photonics and innovative textiles to bioenergy  a nd h igh - tech 
farming. This thematic approach to smart specialisation was designed as a new venue for bringing any new and existing regiona l p olicy  
efforts closer to other various thematic policies (Rakhmatullin , Hegyi, Ciampi Stancova et. al. 2020).  

With no re levant prior experiences to build on, interregional collaborations in the S3 context often require methodological s u pport f ro m 
policymakers at European, national and regional levels. To support this, over the past few years, the European Commission has defined a  
methodological guidance for interregional S3 partnerships. The existing interregional S3 partnership s ta ke  a dv antage o f  a  def ined 
methodological and operational framework as well as an organisational and governance s tru cture  p urp ose ly  b uilt to  s u pport its  
implementation. This current methodological guidance is based on the Vanguard Initiative (VI) approach to partnership b uildin g (Hegy i 
and Rakhmatullin 2017). Working closely with the VI regions allowed the European Commission's S3 Platform te am to  g ain  a b etter 
understanding of the  specifics of the  VI approach to building and managing interregional partnerships. In fact, in its 2017 
Communication, the European Commission recognises the Vanguard Initiative as an example  of how stronger s tra tegic in te rre gional 
cooperation and sustainable linkages between regional ecosystems along RIS3 priority areas can help regions increase th e ir co lle ctiv e  
knowledge, competitiveness and resilience.  

The three thematic S3 platforms implemented and supported by the European Commission offer one approa ch to  ca rry in g out jo in t 
experiments. Such thematic S3 partnerships allow partner regions to test the ir policy logic and instruments as well as confirm the overall 
validity of the  regions' smart specialisation priorities. The three thematic p latforms guide partner regions through various steps involv e d 
in the  development of investment projects along new global value chains, while help ing improve their existing business environments  b y 
identifying barrie rs to translating innovation into jo int investments. Thematic p latforms work close ly with partner regions to identify  and  
build synergies between various interregional cooperation tools in order to boost competitiveness and innovation through a coord inated 
effort between re levant European Commission services and committed regions. 

Thematic S3 partnerships are expected to drive a more effective innovation policy and contribute to  d ev e loping a nd re s haping th e  
European value chains by encouraging interregional synergies through jo int investments. Many interregional partnerships supported b y  
the  thematic S3 platforms started off by defining a common domain of a RIS3 priority. Generally, a partnership chooses a research  a nd 
innovation prio rity area of shared interest in which partner regions have complementing expertis e  a nd s kills  w ith in  th e ir re g ional 
innovation eco-systems. Thematic p latforms here are expected to support th e  imp lementa tion o f  R IS3  s tra tegies th ro ugh th e  
deve lopment of methodological and benchmarking support and tools, facilitate  the overall S3 process  a nd lin k th e  S 3  co ncept a nd 
methodology into the overall economic development of any involved regions.  

One important objective  behind this approach is to exploit complementing regional research and innovation (R &I)  ca pa bilitie s,  wh ile  
building up necessary capacities and overcoming interregional fragmentation and a lack of critical mass across the  EU .  This  t h ematic 
approach to smart specialisation contributes to the strengthening of the new interregional innovation ecosystem. Furthermore ,  p artner 
regions' innovation performance is expected to improve through the promotion and renewal of their regional e conomies  (M arius s en,  
Rakhmatullin , and Stanionyte 2016). Such regional efforts could help create new competitive  advantages through the development a nd  
matching of related research and innovation strengths with any existing or potential business needs  while  id entif y ing n ew ma r ke t 
opportunities (European Parliament 2016). In addition, interregional cooperation under the thematic S3 platforms can help ta ckle  ev en 
further any duplication and fragmentation of efforts across the European Union, resulting in a more eff icient u s e  of  re source s a nd 
increased sustainability.  

Similar to other EU-wide collaborative arrangements, interregional S3 partnerships can bring significant advantages to their partners and 
stakeholders in domains varying from learning, innovation, status and legitimacy, and economic returns (Brass, Galaskie wicz,  a n d Ts ai 
2004; Podolny and Page 1998). Often, such in itiatives result in new networks that can provide partner regions with access to information, 
resources and markets that offer gains in terms of learning and innovation, economic returns, legitimacy and status,  effectiveness ,  a nd 
internationalisation (Human and Provan 2000; Porter and Powell 2006; Provan and Sydow 2008).  

Mutual learning has already proved instrumental to addressing new policy in itiativ es th at a n y o ne re gion wo uld o therwis e  f in d  
challenging to experiment with on its own (Mariussen, Rakhmatullin , and Stanionyte 2016). Due to their experimental nature, thematic S3 
partnerships can test new forms of interregional collaboration that go beyond the mutual learning objective by focusing on defining a nd 
realising jo int investment projects. Since smart specialisation is generally a dynamic and longer-term process with a  s teeper le a rning 
curve , thematic S3 platforms are well p laced to offer groups of regions a suitable  venue to experiment with such interregional ambitions  
(European Parliament 2016). Policy makers increasingly recognise the importance of learning together while working toward s a  bette r 
alignment of individual regional innovation roadmaps across various European regions and Member States.  
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3 Thematic S3 partnerships: monitoring progress and assessing results 

 

Thematic S3 partnerships are effectively jo int interregional innovation networks of actors with specific subject knowledge and hands -on 
business expertise. These actors share a jo int intention to ensure their regions' industry position in specific global va lu e  ch ains.  Th ese 
partnerships are expected to bring together various regional and national research and innov ation  acto rs  w ith  re leva nt in dust ria l 
stakeholders in order to exploit complementarities in product and process design. Through such jo int in itiatives, a range of quadruple  helix 
(QH) actors from participating regions can access new forms of knowledge while combining their resources and R&I capabilities .  

Participating actors are like ly to have varying expectations as to what they would like  and/or can achieve as a result of each p ilot or h ow 
soon. Some policymakers might feel discouraged if an interregional p ilot or in itiative does not bring immediate results early  o n . I n  th is 
context, a seeming lack of instant and significant outcomes early on could be mistakenly interpreted a s a  s ig n o f p otentia l f ailu re .  
However, each thematic S3 partnership is a unique interregional in itiative that is like ly to develop in line with its own dynamics and along 
its own inimitable  learning curve.  

As various forms of collaboration can produce different network outcomes and advantages (Uzzi 1997; Moretti 2017), it is impo rta nt to  
collect key data and evaluate  policy p ilots and activities. This is why th e implementation of various p ilo t a ctiv itie s s hould  in clu de a 
sufficiently comprehensive yet light feedback system. This system should allow sharing any re levant information about th e  re s ults  o f  
p ilot projects with the regional or national policymakers in charge of monitoring and evalu atio n of  re gional s ma rt s p ecialis atio n 
strategies. 

Monitoring strategic activities such as p ilot projects could allow adjusting or fine-tuning certain policy measures and instruments wh ile  
continuing to implement a pilot action. When carrying out a policy p ilot or experiment, policymakers  a re  e ncouraged  to  des ign a nd 
implement a light monitoring and evaluation framework that would allow policymakers and stakeholders regularly monitor the progre ss 
and evaluate any outcomes and results from these p ilot in itiatives. Regular monitoring of any ongoing  p ilo t a ctiv itie s wo uld a llo w 
policymakers to make better-informed decisions when determining the impact and effectiveness of a program or policy  (O ECD  2 0 09 ) . 
Furthermore, the various experiences gained through the work of thematic partnerships are expected to inform policymakers involved in  
the  strategic p lanning process of the next programming period. 
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3.1 From monitoring pilot activities to review Smart Specialisation 

strategies 

 

In line  with the  European Commission's RIS3 Implementation Guide (2016), monitoring the implementation of innovation policies  of f ers 
regional authorities a way to minimise duplication and fragmentation of efforts, while providing policy evaluators a re lia ble  b as is f o r 
comparison and benchmarking of policies. Hence, a solid monitoring and evaluation framework is a vital management and houseke eping 
tool that can help policymakers and practitioners ensure that RIS3 is implemented as effective ly as intended. Not only  it ca n  h e lp re -
examining earlie r policy decisions and even validating certain action points for the next programming period, b ut it wo u ld  a l so  allo w 
examining which strategic objectives are  achieved and which are to be reviewed again.  

Planning a policy and re lated tools and instruments can take a relatively long time (over a year) and, often, this process can continue f or 
a number of years after the  beginning of the programming period. This is why (and in line with the  concept of smart specialis ation), a set 
of re levant indicators for monitoring the implementation of S3 should be defined early on in the process to ensure that funds are spent in 
a way that allows for an effective delivery of the p lanned outputs and outcomes.  

Figure  1 envisages a re lationship between various phases defined within the overall RIS3 Methodology (the '6-step approach to  R I S3 ')  
and the methodology defined by the thematic p latforms (the 'Thematic Approach to Smart Specialisation) .  Th e horizo nta l ch ain  of  
e lements depicts the six steps of the RIS3 design process, while  the diagonal flow consists of the five e lements re pres enting s pecif ic 
phases in the development of thematic S3 partnerships.  

 

Figure 1: Integration of methodologies of S3 Design and Thematic Approach to S3 

(Source : Mariussen, Hegyi, and Rakhmatullin  2019) 
 

Over the  course of 2018, the European Commission's S3 Platform introduced a dedicated monitorin g re port f o rm to  ke ep tra ck o f  
progress and developments associated with participation in thematic S3 partnerships. In line with the logic presented in Figure 1  a b ove ,  
the  new tool includes a number of specific questions (see Appendix A) directly re lated to the five methodological phases associated with  
thematic S3 partnerships and to each thematic S3 partnerships’ extent of contribution to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). An early 
version of this monitoring report form was in itially introduced to help interregional thematic partnerships to validate the e xtent to wh ich  
they develop in line  with the proposed methodological approach. Furthermore, this monitoring tool can to help a ny  exis tin g th ematic 
partnership to communicate  their specific technical, financial and methodological needs directly to the  European Commission's s erv ices  
supporting each thematic S3 platform.  

Under the self-assessment part of this monitoring report, partnerships are asked to indicate the extent to which each s pecif ic s te p is  
completed, with options ranging from 'currently p lanned', 'work in progress', 'facing some challenges', 'completed' and 'co mpleted a nd 
regularly monitored'. Furthermore, each thematic S3 partnership is invited to indicate if a solid M&E fra mework is  a lre a dy in  p la ce .  
Additional e lements included in the monitoring report invite  regions to provide further information about their partnership's gov ernance 
structure , alignment of regional policies and technical instruments, as well as any regular monitoring and evaluation activit ie s.  F in ally ,  
partnerships are asked about the extent to which their activities and results are used to re -examine their own regional RIS3 priorities.  

Any assessment of thematic S3 partnerships would ideally facilitate  the identification of strengths and weaknesses. It should  contribu te  
to the  examination of the partnership's performance and the results should be used to amend or fine-tune re levant S3 priority a reas ,  if  
necessary (OECD 2005; Huggins 2008).  Ideally, re levant information from each thematic S3 partnership is to be collected a nd s h ared 
with those responsible for the  monitoring and evaluation of each partner region's smart specialisation strategy.  

The monitoring report tool introduced by the S3 Platform can effectively help existing partnerships evaluate their progress along the fiv e  
methodological (workflow) phases, while  passing these results onto their RIS3 implementing bodies. The feedback can be gathered at the 
end of each workflow phase and connected with the corresponding steps of the overall RIS3 d ev e lopment.  R egional re s earch  a nd 
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innovation (RIS3) priorities are to be frequently reviewed due to externa l ch anges  res ultin g f ro m v ario us s ocio -eco nomic a nd 
technological factors affecting related business markets. Thus, translating the results of individual p ilots actions into lessons learnt th a t 
could inform any new policy decisions are of particular importance.  

These conditions could be linked to the operational similarities between existing partnerships. For example, each partnership  starts with a 
definition of a common thematic S3 niche and continues to develop their activities along the same methodolo gica l wo rkf low .  I n th e  
context of smart specialisation, ongoing monitoring of p ilot activities is expected to allo w s takeh olders  v erif y  as  to  wheth e r th e  
implementation of any p lanned activities is rolling out according to an agreed action p lan.  

This se lf-assessment exercise is currently carried out twice  a year by each thematic S3 partnership to evaluate its progress to  d ate .  A s  
there  is generally no qualitative uniformity in RIS3 strategies, various systemic context conditions could perhaps be u sed to  ca rry  o ut 
evaluation and comparison of different partnerships (Soete and Corpakis 2003).  

As new policy experiments can frequently come with unclear benefits, policy decisions once made can benefit from being re -examined at 
a later point (Besley 2000). When reviewing their RIS3 strategies, many regional and national authorities are expected to re -visit regularly 
the ir policy logic and re lated decisions. Some policymakers choose to improve continuously their performance by proactiv e ly  le arning 
from the ir own experiences as well as policy successes and failures in other regions. Learning from one's own region's experiences means 
that key information from strategic p ilot actions such the thematic S3 partnerships should be fed back into the overall (national a nd/ or 
regional level) RIS3 monitoring and evaluation (M&E) framework. It should also include a review of th e  e ff ectiv eness  of  th e  p olicy  
measures and indicators employed to date.  
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3.2 About the monitoring report form 

 

Once developed, an earlier version of the monitoring tool was tested with the help of a small group of five thematic S3 partnerships back 
in May 2018.  

In its in itial form (tested over the course of 2018 and 2019), this monitoring tool includes the following e leme nts:  s co ping a ctiv itie s 
(subpart 1), mapping of regional competencies and capabilities (subpart 2), global value chain analysis (subpart 3), industry  cooperatio n 
(matching of business opportunities) (subpart 4), design of projects (subpart 5), business pla n (subpart 6) and funding mix (s u bpa rt 7 ) ,  
investment projects (subpart 8), as well as monitoring and evaluation framework (subpart 9).  

Most subparts of this self-assessment instrument contain additional questions. Subpart 1 of the self-assessment tool includes three ke y  
e lements confirming: (a) if the  scoping phase has been developed and completed, (b) if a suitable  governance structure has been agreed 
and put in p lace ; and (c) if working areas have been defined and agreed with partners.  

Figure  2 compares the assessment results reported by two partnerships (A and B) back in June 2018. Despite starting at the same time ,  
the  two partnerships assess their progress differently. 

 

 
Figure 2: Assessment - Scoping Phase (subpart 1) 

(Source : Monitoring reports, June 2018) 

Partnership A suggests that is has completed and reviewed all e lements included in the Scoping Phas e (s ubpart 1 ) .  I n  co mparis on,  
Partnership B seems to have experience a number of challenges while  developing their scoping note but has defined its wo rkin g a reas  
and has agreed on the governance structure.  

Under subpart 2 (Mapping Phase) and subpart 3 (Global Value Chain Analysis), the monitoring tool e xamines  a  ra nge of  a naly tic a l 
activities that he lp align partners' strategic objectives and activities closer. These e lements help partner regions to carry out a  d etaile d 
analysis of its stakeholders done in order to define jo int investment project ideas. This phase generally requires:  

(a) Mapping of competences;  

(b) Analysing regional capabilities (& gap analysis);  

(c) Analysing connectivity within regional (and interregional) eco-system;  

(d) Global value chain analysis;  

(e ) Engaging with the industry and its stakeholders on a continuous basis;  

(f) Anticipating the like ly evolution of the industry globally;  

(g) Assessing the challenges and opportunities to emerge from future industry trajectories; and 

(h) Responding to these challenges & opportunities in a proactive manner. 

 

Taking into account these critical analytical e lements, Figure  3 offers a comparison of the assess ment re sults  f ro m th e s ame two  
partnerships (A and B) carried out in June 2018..  
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Figure 3 Assessment - Mapping Phase (subpart 2) 

(Source : Monitoring reports, June 2018) 

These results confirm that despite following the same methodological approach, partnerships tend to advance at the ir own pace .  Wh ile  
Partnership A advanced significantly through some elements under the Mapping Phase (subpart 2 ) ,  it f o u nd o ther e lements  to  be  
somewhat more challenging:  assessing future industry trajectories and responding to these challenges, anticipating the like ly evolu tion  
of the  industry or the global value chain analysis. 

By building on the outcomes achieved throughout subpart 2 (Mapping Phase) and subpart 3 (Global Value Chain analysis), partn ers hips 
work towards matching business opportunities along a number of validated investment project ideas. During the indus try  co oper atio n 
phase (also known as matching of business opportunities) (subpart 4), partnerships are  asked to critically evaluate their progress a lo ng 
four dimensions: (a) having organised matchmaking events, involving (b) RTOs and academia as well as (c) SMEs and clusters, R TOs  a nd 
academia and matchmaking events organised.  

Figure  4 presents the level of advancement of two partnerships as regards to the matching phase. 

 

Figure 4 Assessment of matching phase 

(Source : Monitoring reports, June 2018) 
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Figure  5 presents the advancement of two partnerships regarding the more advanced phases that are re lated to the design of p r oje cts , 
project and demo case definition supported by adequate legal and IPR instruments or the funding mix.  
 
 

 

Figure 5 Assessment of project design and investment project phases 

(Source : Monitoring reports, June 2018) 

 
The proposed self-assessment logic invites partnerships to verify if an adequate monitoring and evaluation system is  in  p lace  a nd to  
review the overall effectiveness of the governance structure . Furthermore, partnerships are  asked to reflect whether regional policies and 
technical instruments are sufficiently aligned and if the  results of the partnership are regularly fed back to the overall mo nito ring  and  
evaluation of S3 priorities. The results are shown in Figure 6 for the same two partnerships A and B.  

 

 Figure 6: Assessment of monitoring and evaluation frameworks of partnerships  

(Source : Monitoring reports, June 2018) 
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Once the  self-assessment tool was p ilot-tested with a small group of five qualified partnerships from May to June 2018, the instrument 
has been extended to all partnerships supported by the thematic S3 platforms on Agri-Food and Industrial Modernisation. Results  h av e 
then been collected from 19 qualified partnerships during June and November 2018.  Figure 7 below summarises  the  re s ults  o f t h is  
extended assessment for the main workflow steps as assessed after the  first and second semes ter o f 2 0 1 8.  B y  ca rry in g o ut th is  
assessment twice  a year, the overall advancement of partnerships can be monitored more closely. The example  be lo w s uggests  th at 
three  more partnerships managed to complete the scoping phase in the six months between the two assessments in  2018. 
 
 

 

Figure 7: Monitoring of advancement of partnerships 

(Source : Monitoring reports, June and November 2018) 

The number of thematic S3 partnerships have increased significantly over the years, indicating the importance of achieving more complex 
strategic objectives through collaboration with other regions with similar strategic objectives and priorities. Figure  8 show s the  
percentage of the same set of 19 thematic S3 partnerships contributing to specific SDGs. 

 

 

Figure 8: Thematic S3 partnerships contributing to Sustainable Development Goals  

Source : (Source: Monitoring reports, June 2019) 
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As the  figure suggests, all reviewed partnerships believe that the ir collaborative activities strongly contrib ute  to Goal 9 (building resilie nt 
infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation & foster innovation). A significant majority of the exist ing thematic S 3  
partnerships contribute to Goal 3 (ensuring healthy lives & promote well-being for all at all ages), to  Goal 8  (p ro motin g s usta ined,  
inclusive  and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and d ecent wo rk f o r a ll) ,  a n d to  Goa l 1 2  (ens uring 
sustainable consumption and production patterns). Furthermore, over one half of  all existing partnerships believe th at th e ir a ctiv itie s  
contribute at least to some extent to the following 10 SDGs: 

Goal 3 on ensuring healthy lives & promote well-being for all at all ages,  

Goal 4 on ensuring inclusive and equitable quality education a nd promote lifelong learning opportunities for all, 

Goal 6 on ensuring availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all,  

Goal 8 on promoting sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all, 

Goal 9 on building resilient infrastructure , promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation & foster innovation,  

Goal 10 on reducing inequality within and among countries, 

Goal 11 on making cities & human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable, 

Goal 12 on ensuring sustainable  consumption and production patterns, 

Goal 13 on taking urgent action to combat climate  change and its impacts, and 

Goal 17 on strengthening the means of implementation and revitalise the Global P artnership for Sustainable Development. 

 

Comparing the results submitted by various partnerships offers further useful informatio n on  inte r -partners hip mu tua l le arnin g 
possibilities (IPML) to be organised in the form of a peer learning exercise. Such an exercise could help a partnership under review s hare  
the ir challenges with their peers and get feedback and advice  from the more mature partnerships that h ave a lre ady  co mpleted t h e  
phase.  This dialogue would facilitate both self-reflection and mutual learning (Midtkandal and Hegyi 2014) in a guided way. The S3 peer 
review approach developed the S3 Platform provides a methodological framework that ensures that participants rece iv e  a n a dequ ate  
feedback, while  facilitating an open and constructive dialogue (Midtkandal and Rakhmatullin 2014).  

Based on the results included in Figure 9 below, mutual learning exercises can be organised in the are as o f ma ppin g co mpetenc es,  
regional capability analysis, as well as analysis of connectivity or stakeholder engagement. D eveloping such a community of practitioners 
willing to discuss their challenges and share their experiences can lead to improving the overall connectivity between knowledge networks 
and systems of innovation can be improved (Mariussen, Hegyi, and Rakhmatullin 2019). 

 

 Figure 9: Identification of inter-partnership mutual learning opportunities 

Source : Monitoring reports, June 2019 
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Regular progress assessments equip policymakers with the  data that can allow to alter or adjust various existing policies and tools to the 
actual circumstances of participating partnerships. A number of support instruments 1 offered by th e  Euro pean Co mmis sion ca n  be 
applied by partner regions to address specific challenges associated with a specific phase in  the development of th e ir p a rtners hip .  I n 
addition, monitoring and regular assessments of collaborative activities can confirm as to whether specific measures  are  s uff icie ntly  
suitable to help partners develop their activities and progress to the next phase.  

Furthermore, regular assessments can provide valuable data for the review of regional S3 priorities and would allow partner r e gions to  
align the ir policy and technical instruments. They can also help verify if the  partnership governance structure is re gularly monitored and if 
the  monitoring and evaluation framework for the  partnership’s progress is in p lace. Figure 10 depicts the  advancement of partnerships as 
regards to these issues. As the  graph shows, the feedback mechanisms is an area where no partn ership have yet completed the phase.  

 

Figure 10: Assessment of partnerships' progress as regards to monitoring  

Source : Monitoring reports, June 2018 

                                     
1 For more information regarding the available support measures: http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/eu-support 
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4 Discussion 

 

The European Commission recognises that interregional collaboration contributes to reshape EU-wide value chains and contrib ute  to  a  
more  effective innovation policy (EC 2017). Transnational learning has proved its important role  during the in itial desig n a n d pla nning 
stages associated with the outward-looking nature of smart specialisation. Building on th is  outwa rd - lookin g tre nd,  th e  Eu ropean 
Commission put in p lace dedicated thematic S3 platforms to support interregional activities re lated to priorities in Agri-Food, Energy a nd 
Industrial Modernisation. These three thematic smart specialisation platforms now facilitate interregional efforts across  th e  Euro pean 
Union to develop and implement over 30 thematic S3 partnerships. Partner regions in these partnerships are working to co -develop a nd 
co-implement jo int investment-focused activities in line with the workflow methodology developed by the S3 Platform (R akh matullin ,  
Hegyi, Ciampi Stancova et. al. 2020). This thematic approach to smart specialisation was designed to bring any new and existing regional 
policy efforts closer to other various thematic policies. Interregional partnerships focusing on jo int investments  ca n of f er mo tiv ated 
regional actors a suitable p latform to reach and collaborate with their counterparts with complementing regional capabilities acro ss th e  
European Union. Interregional S3 partnerships promote new regional growth models by bringing regional actors together with  a  s h are d 
focus on jo int investments and scaling up regional competences. 

An active  role  in a thematic S3 partnership allows participating regions to mitigate potential risks associated with n ew a nd a mbitio us 
priority areas by sharing limited resources and working together to identify prospective improvements or shortcomings. By collaborating,  
regional authorities can fine-tune their vision and determination to capture  specific parts of new and emerging European/ globa l v alu e  
chains. Interregional collaboration can help gain a better understanding of the competitive position of each partner region as regards  to  
other partners’ capabilities and gaps in specific themes.  

By regularly monitoring the progress of interregional S3 in itiatives, participating regions can better assess and improve the ir positions in  
value  chains and strengthen their interregional innovation eco-system (Figure 3). Thematically fo cused p artn ersh ip a ctiv ities  h e lp 
collaborating regions see a bigger p icture, as well as how solid their positions are and if specific clusters of v a lue  ch ain  a ctiv itie s in  
partner regions are  complementary to their own strengths and activities.  

By sharing and combining their knowledge, partner regions are better positioned to engage the industry and anticipate its like ly evolution 
globally. Regular monitoring exercises can help regions assess the challenges and opportunities that can a ris e  f rom f u ture  in d ustry  
trajectories. The policy brief explores how regular monitoring jo int interregional p ilot activities can help partner regions confirm both  th e  
validity and relevance of policy measures taken. In turn, this new information can help customise re sponse mechanisms to new policy and 
market challenges as well as opportunities. By linking this information with each partner's smart specialisation strategy, re gions are able  
to confirm the validity and re levance of previously selected RIS3 priority areas  so that they could prepare th ems elv es to  re spond to  
future  challenges and opportunities in a proactive manner. 

This policy brief examines examples of how European regions can experiment collaboratively with novel policy support measures  in well-
defined smart specialisation niches before committing to their full-scale  rollout in the ir te rritories.  S ince  th e  in trod uction o f  s mart 
specialisation as a legal precondition for accessing ERDF funds, regions and member states have been encouraged to be exp erim enta l 
during the design and implementation of their RIS3 strategies. As policy experimentation is associated with a degree of risk,  it ca n  a ls o  
allow identifying policies that re levant to the context (Mukand and Rodrik 2005).  

Thematic S3 partnerships can serve as policy p ilots to mitigate risks of policy failures. In fact, experimentation can help te stin g p olicy  
tools through pilot projects during the process of e laboration and modification of smart specialisation strateg ies (EC 2 0 1 6 ) .  P ilotin g 
allows innovation in policy areas that otherwise are considered too risky or costly. By working together in  n ew a nd p romis ing a reas,  
participating regions are able to test and validate new policy support instruments while  s harin g th e  o vera ll ris k a n d u ncerta inty  
associated with such experiments.  

As argued by Foray (2015), a good entrepreneurial discovery process is a cyclical and continuous process.  Th is co ntin uity  a ll o ws to  
regularly validate, verify, assess and evaluate new and existing strategic areas for investment. Therefore, regular (s e lf - )as sessmen t 
exercises carried out by each thematic S3 partnership allow monitoring and evaluating their progress that in turn can he lp to  f eed th e  
assessment results back to the  policymakers in charge of implementation, monitoring a nd planning exercises of re levant regional and/ or 
national S3 activities.   

When monitoring and evaluating a thematic S3 partnership, the overall methodological logic should reflect a nd b uild  on th e  re s ults  
actually attained throughout each of the five  thematic workflow phases (Figure 1). While  preparing for the next programming period, any  
assessment of the results (or a lack of) achieved to date by thematic S3 partnerships should be aligned with the re levant reg ional R I S 3 
priorities and corresponding expected outcomes. At the  same time , any performance improvements and associated indicators should  be  
reviewed in conjunction with the regional S3 policies and implemented priorities (Iurcovich et a l. ,  2 0 0 6) .  I n f a ct,  in terre gi onal S 3  
partnership activities supported by partner regions need to be linked to the RIS3 strategy-level monitoring a nd ev alu ation a ctiv itie s 
carried out by the S3 implementing bodies. This suggests that interregional S3 partnerships should be able to report the  results o f th e ir 
activities in line  with a methodological framework aligned with the general S3 approach. The proposed monitoring report is an example  of 
such template to capture these processes, activities and outcomes over the life time of each interregional partnership (Figure  6).  

As a number of thematic partnerships are set up along the existing S3 priority areas linked to sustainability and resource  ef ficiency, their 
collaborative activities can help regions and their stakeholders work towards sustainable  development objectives (Figure 8). To ensure the 
long-term sustainability of their regions' te rritorial advantages, many managing authorities implement RIS3 in close cooperatio n w ith  a  
large number of re levant stakeholders. If adopted as a systematic exercise, this proposed assessmen t of f ers a  wa y to  s u pport th e  
ongoing involvement and engagement of re levant S3 stakeholders and actors (Figure  4). Given the ever-changing nature  of markets, such 
continuing engagement can support the sustainability of the innovation system and early anticipatio n o f f u ture  s tra tegic a re as o f 
industrial growth. 
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The Scoping Note has been developed and completed.       

Gove rnance structure is agreed and put in  p lace.       

Working  are as defined and agreed with  partners.       

Mapping of competences: this phase has been carried out and completed.       

Re g ional capabilitie s and gap analysis carrie d out.       

Analysis o f connectivity with in  re g ional (and in ternational) eco -system analysed.       

Global value  chain  analysis carrie d out.       

Engag ing with  the industry and  its stakeholders on a con tinuous basis .       

An ticipating  the like ly e vo lution o f the industry g lobally.       

Asse ssing the challenges and opportunities that are like ly to  e me rge from futu re  in d ustry 
traje cto rie s. 

      

Re sponding to  these challe nges and opportunities in  a p roactive manner.        

Industry cooperation (matching of business opportunities) is completed.       

Matchmaking  eve nts were carrie d out.       

RTOs and academia are  engaged.       

SMEs & cluste r o rganisations are  involve d.       

Design of projects is completed.       

Pro je ct / p ilo t defin ition completed.       

De mo case s defined and re gularly assessed.       

Le gal and IPR support in  p lace.       

Business plan: this phase is completed.       

Fund ing mix: th is phase is completed.       

Investment project(s): this phase has been finalised.       

Monitoring and evaluation framework is in place.       

Partne rship gove rnance structure  is re gularly re vie wed.       

Partne r re g ions work re gularly to  align  and  asse ss the ir availab le  po licy and  te chn ical 
in strume nts.  

      

Re sults of partnership activitie s are  used to  feedback to  re gional S3 p riorities.       
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